
June 12, 1965

The Editor,

F F sonAvenue ,
Rex York ity.

Dear Sirs

Your reviewer ( June 1) kindly calls my peaks or
tie ero 'important" as a "gallery of leader o e o v~

~iha movement," but he finds may own attitude "disappointing."
e calls me a "moderate whose basic attitude is still paternalistic.'

The word moderate ia of course, futssy, but as a term of conden-
ation it Is uslaly takoen to mean a person who disapproves of
violence, professes friendship for the Negro, and looks more
or less yearningly to the Sweet Bye-and-Bye whex the Negro
will be ready for 'equality," but who, meanwie, believes
that the white man must bieep his hands firmlyon the machinery
of power.

That is not my view. As for "paternalism," I flatly
say (p. 4}08) that "p owr is the key, and that the Negro has
developed a concentration of powier and a technique lee
applin it which will xis his rights. I saq (p. 4413) that
the age of philanthripy is over" and it wo t ld be a vicious

illusion for the white man to thinkl that he ... can reach a
solution and pass it down to gratefully uplifted black hands.'
As for the ethiogl aspect of the question, I saq (p.410) that
by the white man s own professed standards 'the Negro is in the
right." 1a for the time factor, S insist over andover that
the matter is urgent and cannot be shelved.

It would seem that your reviever did not read the jages
and passages I refer to. n fact, in view of his distortional
sad plain errors C documentation on request), one may wonder
exaobly what pages he did read.

Respectfully yours,

Robert Penn warrn
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